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In everything we do, we believe that clothes
make the man, and what is worn should be
a natural extension of the individual
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welcome to our
C O P E N H AG E N
Nimbus Nordic started out as
an entrepreneurial idea, and
for over twenty years we have
built upon that idea.

We have become known for our ability to

traditions and its history. Its cobblestone

adapt smart Scandinavian design to the

streets, grand cathedrals, majestic royal

modern corporate world. We understand the

palaces and stunning waterfront views. It

need for functionality, but we don’t com-

is a city that has always punched above its

promise on quality. Our main objective is to

weight and sought to outdo itself.

deliver retail inspired outerwear and clothing
that is tailored towards providing a positive

But for us, the Danish capital is so much

corporate fashion experience.

more than just a home, it is inspiration.
Copenhagen manages to be aware of and

From the beginning we have kept true to our

build upon its history, without losing sight of

Scandinavian heritage and our Copenhagen

the future. Without forgetting to push on, to

roots. Since our founding we have watched

go forwards – and we plan to go with it.

our city grow, and we have grown with it.
Copenhagen is a city that is proud of its

PHOTO CREDIT:

Martin Heiberg

Copenhagen is the city that made us.

Harvard
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OUR

P O L O S H I RTS
HARVARD / YALE / CORNELL
CARLINGTON / COLUMBIA / CLEARWATER
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the
POLO
S H I RT
The Polo shirts are essential
pieces in our range of luxury light garments.
Refined classics in an uncompromising
design and quality.

Everybody is familiar with the Polo shirt

short sleeves, buttoned placket, produced

- the versatile piece of clothing you can

in pique fabric, but there is a more intere-

wear for almost any occasion. Whether it is

sting story behind the Poloshirt as we know

wearing it at job, at a formal get-together or

it today.

as a casual wear at weekends. Technically it
is a T-shaped garment with a knitted collar,

READ MORE

›
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13

The exact origin of the polo shirt
varies a lot. However, some key time
periods seem very well-documented

18 0 0 ’s

classic crocodile embroidered on the chest

The Polo shirt was originally named in ho-

– referring to his nickname “le crocodile”.

nour of the oldest team sport ever, Polo.
The first matches are believed to have been

19 5 0 s G lobal Pop u l a r i ty

played in Persia over 2.500 years ago. The

In the 1950s the polo shirt reached worldwide

two teams’ objective was to score most

popularity where it was an essential piece

goals, and played on horsebacks, it was

of the casual wardrobe. Especially in the US

an effective way to train the cavalry. In the

where it was adopted by the businessmen

West, polo was unknown until two British

as their favourite casual piece, when visiting

officers saw a polo match in Manipur, India

the golf course, going to a restaurant or the

in the 19th century; not long after, the sport

diners having milkshakes and burgers.

was introduced in England. The Polo players
soon began to love playing in the polo shirt

19 9 0 s t i ll today.

we know today.

With the growth in the technology, industries arose, and a new and more informal

19 2 0 s Lac ost e

business attire occurred. In offices around

In the 1920’s the polo shirt was face lifted

the world, the poloshirt became the favorite

by the French tennis legend Jean Rene

choice of garment. As polos are easily

Lacoste. He altered the tennis uniform which

branded with company name and logo, the

at that time was long sleeved button-up

popularity spread to other industries such as

shirts worn with flannel trousers and ties. As

hospitality and the service sector that could

Lacoste wasn’t satisfied with the stiff and

see the advantage of this. In a marketplace

uncomfortable tennis gear, he found the light

that is becoming more styles conscious than

structured pique and created a fitting that

ever before, our range of Nimbus Polo shirts

ensured a better movement on the court.

has proven to be a highly supportive asset in

The new design was short-sleeved with the

fulfilling the demands from our customers.

NEW

color
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POLO

POLO

HARVA R D

YA L E

MENS / LADIES

MENS / LADIES

The unique Harvard polo shirt is the most luxurious and detailed polo shirt on the

The luxurious Yale Polo is a classic two thread piqué made from fine combed cotton. Its unique

market. It is unlike any other and yet it follows the classic codes. Made in a blend

cut ensures a perfect fit, and with the firm two button placket, forwarded double stitches at the

of 95% combed cotton and 5% elastane, the stretchy fitting seems tighter, and

shoulders and a slightly stiff collar, Yale appeals for a traditional and stylish appearance. The

shapes elegantly at any time. Adding a shirt collar stand along with three tone-in-

characteristic colored decoration details at the neck tape and at the bottom slits, ads contrast to

tone buttons at the placket, makes Harvard a touch of understated originality, that

all of the five classic colors. Yale is inspired by the timeless Nordic trends, where dressing both

allows for the use of Polo shirts in more well-dressed situations.

stylish and casual is a must for any admirer of Scandinavian Apparel.

Fabric 95% combed cotton/ 5% elastane
Weight 230 g/m²

Color Olive, White, Sky Blue, Indigo Blue, Navy, Charcoal, Black

|
|

Mens S-4XL

|

Ladies XS-3XL

Fabric 100% fine combed cotton. 40/2, two thread piqué
Weight 250 g/m²

|

|

Mens S-4XL

Color Black, Navy, Indigo Blue, Red, White
|

Ladies XS-3XL
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POLO

POLO

CORNELL

C A R L I N G TON

MENS / LADIES

MENS / LADIES

Cornell is a true preppy two thread Polo piqué made from fine combed cotton, added several

The polo never goes out of fashion, and now we have complemented our broad range with

details to underline the fashionable style associated with authentic rugged piques, and where

the long-sleeved version. The long sleeves give it a more distinguished look, perfect for

classic American lifestyle meets Scandinavian Apparel. The sturdy collar and puffy two button

situations where it is suitable, and it can also be used as a more casual counterpart to the

front placket adds strength and character to the Polo. The wide tape at the neck and at the

shirt. Produced in comfortable cotton-lycra, Carlington has many elegant details that give it

bottom slits, the underarm ventilation details and the slightly extended back tail gives the Polo

a touch of exclusivity, such as button-down and cuff sleeves with button fastening.

the attitude found in every preppy environment.

Fabric 100% fine combed cotton. 32/2, two thread piqué
Weight 300 g/m²

|

Mens S-4XL

|

|

Color White, Navy, Black

Ladies XS-XXL

Fabric 95% combed cotton/ 5% elastane
Weight 230 g/m²

|

|

Mens S-4XL

Color Black, Navy, White
|

Ladies XS-3XL
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POLO

POLO

COLUMBIA

C L E A RWAT E R

MENS

MENS / LADIES

The stylish Columbia Polo is the eye-catchy choice when choosing your preferred Nimbus polo. As

This classic fine gauged polyester polo shirt is soft and crisp to the touch, designed for

with the characteristics from the Yale Polo, the Columbia is a classic two thread pique, made from

its semi-tech qualities and great comfort. Clearwater is wrinkle-free and comes in a nice

fine combed cotton. Columbia will however feel bit tighter fitted than Yale. With its distinctive slightly

fit, that will keep you comfortable throughout the entire day. Its wicking and quick-drying

stiff button down collar and narrow 4 button placket, Columbia is without doubt a polo shirt for the

features makes this polo shirt ideal for everyday use in more demanding environments.

ones who prefers to stay casual dressed in a fast-paced work environment.

Fabric 100% fine combed cotton. 40/2, two thread piqué
Color Black, White, Navy

|

Weight 250 g/m²

|

Mens S-4XL

Fabric 100% polyester pique
Color Black, Navy, White

|

Weight 170 g/m²

Data Quick dry

|
|

Mens S-4XL

|

Ladies XS-3XL
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OUR

T- S H I RTS
MONTAUK / BEDFORD / DANBURY

21

Danbury
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T-SHIRT

T-SHIRT

M O N TAU K

B E D F ORD

MENS / LADIES

MENS / LADIES

All self-respecting clothing brands offer an everyday T-shirt. At Nimbus we call

When you wear Nimbus’ Bedford T-shirt, you get a casual look that still has edge and

it the Montauk. Made from the finest cotton, combined with a small amount of

attitude—the impression we know from the streets of Scandinavia’s capitals. It is the

spandex to maintain its shape and to ensure freedom of movement. It can be

perfect summer T-shirt, with the modern wide neck that future urban trends dictate.

used alone or combined with a shirt, jacket or sweatshirt, the possibilities are

Made from 100% combed Turkish cotton, it has a loose fit, which gives Bedford a

endless – in short, a must have in any wardrobe.

trendy look that is a perfect fit for a laid back evening stroll into the sunset.

Fabric 95% combed cotton/ 5% elastane, single jersey

Fabric 100% combed cotton, single jersey. Garment washed

Color White, Navy, Black

|

Weight 200 g/m²

|

Mens S-4XL

|

Ladies XS-3XL

Color Black, Navy, White

|

Weight 130 g/m²

|

Mens S-4XL

|

Ladies XS-XXL
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T-SHIRT

DA N B U RY
MENS / LADIES
The pique T-shirt Danbury is a unique new piece, which can be used for a variety of
occasions. It’s a perfectly fitted T-shirt, made from the comfortable cotton-lycra fabric we use
for our popular Harvard-polo. The fabric adds more shape, which prevents it from curling
and makes it feels extremely comfortable against your body. Overall, Danbury gives a classic
well-dressed look, and is therefore suitable as a substitute for a polo or a shirt.

Fabric 95% combed cotton/ 5% elastane
Color White, Navy, Black

|

Weight 230 g/m²

|

Mens S-4XL

|

Ladies XS-3XL

Torrance
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OUR

S H I RTS
ROCHESTER / ROCHESTER SLIM
C A LV E R T O N / B R E N T W O O D / T O R R A N C E
SAINT ANDREWS / AUGUSTA
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the
OX F O R D
S H I RT
There are certain clothing
items that no one should be
without, and the Oxford shirt
is high on that list.

The Oxford Shirt is an absolute must have

and mercerized cotton and has many cha-

in any wardrobe – and if you do not own

racteristic details such as the button-down

one already, there are many reasons why

collar, the classic locker loop and the Ivy

you should. It can be smart, casual or even

league related third collar button. By com-

formal depending on how you wear it, which

bining modern textiles with classic tailoring,

is why it is so popular.

we have created a stylish and popular shirt
for the classical dressed.

At Nimbus we have created our own signature on this classic piece of clothing. Our
Oxford Shirts are crafted from fine combed

READ MORE

›
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A must have in any wardrobe. It
can be smart, casual or even formal
depending on how you wear it

The Oxford shirt originates from the 19th cen-

From there the button-down collar was born

tury Scotland, where a new kind of shirt fabric

– simple as that. The shirt made its way to

was named after one of the most popular

American shores where it was embraced by

universities, University of Oxford. The Oxford

Ivy League students in the 1920s and 1930s.

shirt, as we know it, is woven in a specific
basket-weave pattern, combining two yarns,

t he g o-to-shi rt

and has a highly recognizable look.

Today, the Oxford shirt is the go-to-shirt we
always trust. From dressed to casual, the

The story

Oxford shirt grants a smart, yet casual look

The Oxford Shirt also originates from the

for almost every daily occasion ranging from

old team sport, Polo. The Polo players of

evening wear, summer looks to your daily

the British Raj valued the lightweight and

business wardrobe. The timeless design has

breathable qualities from the cotton shirt, but

changed very little and it has never been as

were highly irritated by the collars flipping in

popular as it is today – which is why we at

the wind while playing.

Nimbus are proud to state that our version

To stop the collars from flipping, small but-

of the Oxford shirt is, and always will be, a

tons were sewn onto the body of the shirt

huge part of our success and growth.

so that the collar could be held in place.
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SHIRT

SHIRT

RO C H E S TER

RO C H E ST ER S L I M

MENS / LADIES

MENS

Nimbus version of the classic long sleeved Oxford shirt, crafted in 100% fine combed cotton.

Rochester Slim Fit is the new fitted version of our successful Rochester shirt.Rochester Slim Fit

Rochester features traditional characteristics such as the button down collar, the locker loop, the Ivy

features traditional characteristics such as the button-down collar, the locker loop, the Ivy league

league related third collar button, functional cuffs, a gently curved hem and stylish contrast details.

related third collar button, functional cuffs, a gently curved hem and stylish contrast details.

The three classic colors embrace the history of this casual and well fitted wardrobe staple that adds

Rochester Slim Fit is for those that want the shirt to be worn tighter to the body, still with well-fitting

a sophisticated and preppy touch to your look. All combined with Nimbus attention to details and a

design, and with the same focus on the classical virtues of an Oxford shirt has.

variety of creative tailoring features, as expected on a piece of Scandinavian Apparel.

Fabric 100% fine combed and mercerized cotton. Garment washed
Color White, Striped, Light Blue

|

Weight 170 g/m²

|

Mens S-4XL

|

Fabric 100% fine combed and mercerized cotton. Garment washed
Ladies XS-3XL

Color White, Light Blue

|

Weight 170 g/m²

|

Fit Slim

|

Mens S-4XL
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SHIRT

SHIRT

C A LV E RTON

BRE N T WOOD

MENS / LADIES

MENS / LADIES

Calverton provides a casual touch to the everyday outfit, while keeping up with an

The Brentwood shirt is Nimbus’ new idea for a casual luxury business shirt that works on virtually

urban style and elegance. Designed for a more cool and urban-modern vibe, this is

any occasion. It’s a lighter shirt produced in fine cotton-lycra that provides freedom of movement

a one-of-a-kind classic cotton flannel shirt, that captures the more rural areas of our

and makes it the perfect everyday shirt. It can be used in many contexts, for example with a suit

Scandinavian heritage. As a result of a lightly brush and peachy treatment, this cotton

jacket, combined with an elegant knit, or just worn alone. Brentwood has a sophisticated button-

flannel has an extra soft surface that ads comfortability to its rugged appearance.

under closing and comes in the elegant slim fit version, known from several other Nimbus shirts.

Fabric 100% cotton flannel, lightly brushed

Fabric 97% poplin cotton/ 3% elastane. Garment washed

Color Stone Grey, Indigo Blue

|

Weight 137 g/m²

|

Mens S-4XL

|

Ladies XS-3XL

Color White, Navy, Black

|

Weight 115 g/m²

|

Mens S-4XL

|

Ladies XS-3XL
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SHIRT

SHIRT

TOR R ANC E

SAI N T AN D RE WS

MENS / LADIES

MENS / LADIES

Torrance is our take on the classic denim shirt, which has had a comeback the

Saint Andrews is capturing the current trends where business meets dressing

last few years. We have toned down the roughness and added more elegance

casually. The cotton chambray adds an effortlessly cool vibe to your style and

and style, eg by adding a button-down collar and shaded dark blue buttons.

brings an on-trend appeal to your casual look. Saint Andrews is available in a

Torrance comes in a deep beautiful indigo blue, the fabric has a bit of stretch

denim-like light blue color, that supplies a bit of roughness to your appearance.

and the design is the classic Nimbus Slim Fit.

Fabric 98% cotton/ 2% elastane. Garment washed
Color Indigo Blue

|

Weight 175 g/m²

|

Mens S-4XL

|

Fabric 100% cotton chambray. Garment washed
Ladies XS-3XL

Color Blue

|

Weight 106 g/m²

|

Mens S-4XL

|

Ladies XS-3XL
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SHIRT

AUG USTA
LADIES
The tunic is a timeless classic and is the ideal garment for the woman who wants a longer
shirt, with a touch of well-dressed elegance without wearing a dress. Augusta has a curvy
body shaped incision that adds femininity and gives the tunic a better fit. It is made from
100% fine combed cotton, the same fabric we use for Nimbus’ popular Rochester shirts.

Fabric 100% fine combed and mercerized cotton. Garment washed
Color White, Light Blue

|

Weight 170 g/m²

|

Ladies XS-XXL

Brighton
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OUR

K N I TS
RICHMOND / ASHBURY / PHOENIX
LOWELL / WINSTON / CAMBRIDGE / BRIGHTON

NEW

fw18
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KNITS

KNITS

R I C H MON D

AS H BURY

MENS

MENS / LADIES

This fashionable knit features highly modern design details, such as the popular

No matter the occasion, the Ashbury pullover in a super fine luxurious merino blend,

O-neck, the saddle sleeve shoulders and fully-fashioned finish. The super fine

makes a great addition to any wardrobe. Detailed with an elegant v-neck, fully fashioned

luxurious merino blend makes it a warm keeping wardrobe essential, that you

finish and set in sleeves, this soft and comfortable classic pullover is a safe choice to

never have to worry about going out of style. Perfect for layering yet sharp

update your look regardless of season.

enough to wear on its own.

Fabric 50% merino wool/ 50% anti-peeling acrylic
Color Black, Grey Melange, Navy

|

Weight 155 g/m²

|

Fabric 50% merino wool/ 50% anti-peeling acrylic
Mens S-4XL

Weight 155 g/m²

|

Mens S-4XL

Color Black, Grey Melange, Navy

|
|

Ladies XS-3XL

NEW

fw18

NEW

fw18
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45

KNITS

KNITS

P HOE N I X

L OWE L L

MENS / LADIES

MENS / LADIES

The Phoenix cardigan is a musthave for cooler days. Spun in a super fine luxurious

A must have in any wardrobe. Lowell is made of fine elegant cotton-

merino blend and detailed with fully-fashioned finish. Furthermore, the feminine

cashmere, making it suitable to combine with, for example, shirt and blazer

round neck, set in sleeves and elegant buttons for ladies, along with the two-way

for a more elegant business look. Lowell has combined the elegant classic

zipper, saddle sleeve shoulders and a more sturdy collar for men, makes this the

simple look, with the preppy V-notch and adds to a more urban look.

perfect layering piece for dressing both casual and more formal.

Fabric 50% merino wool/ 50% anti-peeling acrylic
Color Navy, Grey Melange, Black

|

Weight 155 g/m²

|

Mens S-4XL

Fabric 95% cotton/ 5% cashmere
|

Ladies XS-3XL

Weight 190 g/m²

Color Black, Dark Grey Melange, Dark Navy Melange

|
|

Mens S-4XL

|

Ladies XS-3XL
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KNITS

KNITS

W I N S TO N

C AM B RI D G E

MENS / LADIES

MENS / LADIES

The preppy cable knit has indeed returned to the fashion scene. We have

Cambridge is the elegant choice of a traditional cotton rich v-neck with features such as fully

updated this classic model with slightly narrower cables and simultaneously

fashion details at collar and sleeve inserts. The high quality cotton/polyamide blend ensures

fitted the model a little more than the old classic from the ’80s. Winston is

a long lasting shape and the fine gauge makes this a comfortable thin, soft and light knit. The

produced in 100% soft cotton and comes in grey mélange and navy.

two reliable colors make this a trustworthy knit, made to please whether you fancy a classic
or casual look when wearing Scandinavian Apparel.

Fabric 100% cotton

|

Color Dark Grey Melange, Dark Navy

Weight 365 g/m²

|

Mens S-4XL

|

Ladies XS-XXL

Fabric 82% cotton/ 18% polyamide, fine gauge, fully fashion
Color Navy, Grey Melange

|

Weight 210 g/m²

|

Mens S-4XL

|

Ladies XS-XXL
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KNITS

B R I G H TO N
MENS / LADIES
NEW

The elegant Brighton knit will keep you well-dressed no matter the occasion and it
is perfect for both casual and more formal look. Wear it alone or over a shirt for a
timeless trans-seasonal layer. This knit features a modern fit, a crew neckline and is
made in fine-gauge premium cotton/lycra yarns for a more refined style, providing soft
comfort and excellent shape-retention. Mens version features stylish saddle sleeves
and ladies version a tubular hem with a feminine slit.

Fabric 82% cotton/ 18% polyamide, fine gauge
Weight 190 g/m²

|

|

Mens S-4XL

Color Navy, Grey Melange, Black
|

Ladies XS-3XL

Hampton
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OUR

S W E AT S
N E W P O R T / M I LT O N / W I L L I A M S B U R G
H A M P T O N / E A T O N / B R O O K LY N
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SWEATS

SWEATS

N E W P ORT

M I LTON

MENS / LADIES

MENS / LADIES

The luxurious lightweight crewneck Newport, is a loungy but still elegant fashion statement

This upscale and classy cotton-blend crewneck, is designed for wearing for both at work and for more

that adds comfort and uniqueness to whatever look you might choose. This classic sweatshirt

casual occasions. The simple and clean design, with a stylish v-insert at the collar rib, long raglan

is a great go-to when you’re heading out for a casual day, but still want to look well dressed,

sleeves, elegant stiches at the elbows and Nimbus leather signature details, underlines the superiority

edgy and sharp. Ladies version features a more classy and feminine neck detail.

of the product. All details combined with a comfortable lightly brushed inside in a relaxed, easy fit and
cool, base colors, makes this the single most popular Nimbus sweat we will ever present.

Fabric 100% cotton Black and Navy. 90% cotton/ 10% viscose, Grey Melange
Color Navy, Grey Melange, Black

|

Weight 300 g/m²

|

Mens S-4XL

|

Ladies XS-3XL

Fabric 70% combed Turkish long stabled fiber cotton/ 30% polyester
Color Black, Grey Melange, Navy

|

Weight 310 g/m²

|

|

Rib 95% cotton/ 5% elastane

Mens S-4XL

|

Ladies XS-XXL
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SWEATS

SWEATS

W I L L I A M S B U RG

HA M P TON

MENS / LADIES

MENS / LADIES

This desirable modern hooded sweatshirt, in a comfy cotton-rich blend, is stylish enough

The character of this premium bonded double-face hoodie is unparalleled. Hampton not

for work and fashionable enough to wear around town. “Style” has been a key word for

only feels good to wear, it also layers well and due to the clean and elegant design it goes

our design team. Hence, the eye-catching parts, such as rugged drawstrings, leather

along with any stylish outfit you may choose. Besides the unquestionable quality, it’s the

details and the trendy signature neck loop. The brushed fleecy lining and the short-shave

simplicity that make this hoodie a premium piece in our collection of sweats. Hampton is a

treatment will make the luxurious feeling last forever

very suitable alternative to a knitted sweater in a formal environment.

Fabric 70% combed Turkish long stabled fiber cotton/ 30% polyester double dyed
Color Navy, Grey Melange, Bordeaux, Black

|

Weight 310 g/m²

|

|

Rib 95% cotton/ 5% elastane

Mens S-4XL

|

Ladies XS-3XL

Fabric 71% cotton/ 22% polyester/ 7% elastane
Color Black, Navy

|

Weight 320 g/m²

|

Mens S-4XL

|

Ladies XS-3XL

NEW

NEW
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SWEATS

SWEATS

E AT ON

B ROOK LY N

MENS / LADIES

MENS / LADIES

Eaton is a refined bonded double-face cardigan, that leaves you with an experience

With a heritage from the 1950’s outerwear, and later adopted by British subculture and sports

of luxury and extreme comfort. This premium and timeless classic not only layers well

champions, the Brooklyn track has become an authentic piece of clothing. Now often worn on the

through all seasons, it also looks elegant when dressed up with a more formal shirt or

urban scenes and in more upscale societies. The blend of polyester on the outside and cotton on

polo underneath. Besides the unquestionable quality, it’s the simplicity that make this

the inside, makes Brooklyn a both trendy and comfortable everyday companion. Construction details

cardigan another premium piece in our collection of sweats.

are kept simple and understated; a tipped contrast rib on the neck and cuffs, and a coil front zipper
added Nimbus signature leather details, is all it takes to embrace the story of a Classic.

Fabric 71% cotton/ 22% polyester/ 7% elastane
Color Navy, Black

|

Weight 320 g/m²

|

Mens S-4XL

Fabric 50% cotton/ 50% polyester
|

Ladies XS-3XL

Color Black, Navy

|

Weight 285 g/m²

|

Mens S-4XL

|

Ladies XS-XXL

our
BRAND
PHILOSOPHY

FEELING

[ nimbus-ism ]
In everything we do, we believe that
clothes make the man, and what is
worn should be a natural extension
of the individual

Brookhaven | 63

Seattle | 8 5

Brentwood | 3 5

Richmond | 42

Brighton | 48

Williamsburg | 5 4

Newport | 52

Torrance | 3 6

Halifax | 6 7

Calverton | 3 4

PREMIUM
S C A N D I N AV I A N
C L OT H I N G

Oxbridge | 70

Brooklyn | 5 7

Lowell | 4 5

Williamsburg | 54

Phoenix | 44

–

M ATC H U P

–

–

M ATC H U P

–

FASH ION A BL E CROS S OV E R

T I M E L E S S E L E G A NCE

This light quilted crossover you definitely want to keep on hands at all

Redmond is made for the stylish and contemporary metropolitan, looking for a classic piece

time. Brookhaven is the ideal layering piece for between the seasons.

of outerwear that provides weather protective features as well as a comfortable fit.

Hampton | 5 5

[ nimbus-ism ]
By making our products beautifully
designed, comfortable to wear
and in line with timely trends, we
embrace that everybody has their
own story to tell

Columbia

|

18

Camden

60

61

OUR

C ROS S OV E R
BROOKHAVEN / TRIBECA / HUDSON / HALIFAX
LEYLAND / OXBRIDGE / CAMDEN / DAVENPORT
REDMOND / HUNTINGTON / CAPTIVA / PROVIDENCE
DUXBURY / SEATTLE / BELLINGTON

63

CROSSOVER

B ROOK HAV EN
MENS / LADIES
This light quilted crossover you definitely want to keep on hands at all time.
Brookhaven is the ideal layering piece for between the seasons. Carry it along
and wear it when in need of a bit of warmth and still in need of a crisp look.
With this crossover you can start any day with ease and comfort.

Outer Fabric 100% nylon

|

Lining 100% nylon

Color Midnight Blue

|

Mens S-4XL

Padding 100% polyester, quilted

|
|

Ladies XS-3XL

65

CROSSOVER

TRIBECA
MENS / LADIES
This cool Bomber jacket catches the retail trends, and embraces both authenticity and classicism
of memorable outerwear. The ribbed trim and buttoned pockets complements the authentic
expression, while the metallic looking zippers adds a dash of rawness to the look. Featuring
elegant details, such as a low neck collar in comfortable knit, an easy accessible inner pocket, a
decorative upper arm pocket and the fashionable leather parts. Tribeca stands out in an unbeatable
combination of a classic design that has been reinvented with a modern lifestyle in mind.

Outer Fabric 100% nylon with AC clear coating on the backside
Color Dark Midnight Blue

|

Mens S-4XL

Lining 100% polyester fisheye mesh

|
|

Ladies XS-XXL
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CROSSOVER

CROSSOVER

H U D S ON

HA L I FAX

MENS / LADIES

MENS / LADIES

Hudson is an urban gilet inspired by the Scandinavian fashion scene and its trends. With

Inspired by the urban fashion scene, Halifax offers a unique way of dressing

a combination of attitude and elegance, this versatile vest complements all the outfits

casually while allowing both a raw and stylish appearance. Halifax is a jacket that

a modern, urban person might need. Hudson can be used year round and has a stylish,

can be worn all year, and the popular vertical quilted look, modern slim fit and

vertical, quilted look with refined inserted ribbing on the back. The gilet’s modern slim fit

knitted collar make this jacket suitable for wearing with both elegant and rugged

and the knitted Chinese collar allow Hudson to be combined with many different looks.

outfits. This is definitely a jacket with an attitude, and the links to the popular trends
in the scenery of the Scandinavian capitals are obvious.

Outer Fabric 100% nylon taffeta with AC clear coating on the backside, vertical quilted
Padding 100% polyester

|

Color Midnight Blue

|

Mens S-4XL

|

|

Lining 100% polyester

Ladies XS-XXL

Outer Fabric 100% nylon with PU clear coating on the backside, vertical quilted
Padding 100% polyester

|

Color Black

|

Mens S-4XL

|

|

Lining 100% polyester

Ladies XS-3XL
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CROSSOVER

L E Y L AN D
MENS / LADIES
The reversible style Leyland is our sporty and urban reinterpretation of the noble
quilted jacket, a true classic piece of clothing which for many is considered a wardrobe
cornerstone. The elegant, slightly relaxed fit makes Leyland perfect for layering over
semi formal and casual outfits without compromising on style. Leyland reverses easily to
a sporty looking jacket with a contrast color emphasising the slightly aristocratic look that
enjoys continued popularity among well-known retail brands.

Outer Fabric 100% nylon, square quilted
Padding 100% polyester

|

|

Lining 100% nylon, Light Grey, Olive Green

Color Navy, Midnight Black

|

Mens S-4XL

|

Ladies XS-3XL

70

71

CROSSOVER

CROSSOVER

OX B R I D G E

C AM D E N

MENS / LADIES

MENS / LADIES

The classic Oxbridge jacket is inspired by an iconic era where traditional dressing

The Camden Gilet is the ultimate layering piece. A light padded and quilted Gilet inspired by

called for timeless and stylish outerwear, and where elegance came before anything

the attire of country living, added a touch of urban tranquility and a dash of business perfection.

else. With cool designer details, such as rough looking metal zippers and strategically

Featuring elegant details such as a medium high neck collar with comfortable knit, inner pocket,

placed leather badges, the overall appeal of the style seems both elegant and

metal zip and two utility pockets. All combined with Nimbus fashionable leather details added

rugged. The smooth outer fabric, the preppy chambray lining and the stylish fit

to the authentic quilted look, transforms this Gilet into a suitable warm keeping piece for those

creates a feeling of the fashion from the 60’s and the trends of today.

who commute light weighted, or for those who prefer a little extra underneath a jacket.

Outer Fabric 100% polyester
Color Midnight Blue

|

|

Lining Polyester/ chambray

Mens S-4XL

|

Ladies XS-3XL

Outer Fabric 100% nylon, diamond quilted
Padding 100% polyester

|

Color Midnight Blue

|
|

Lining 100% polyester
Mens S-4XL

|

Ladies XS-3XL
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CROSSOVER

DAV E N P ORT
MENS / LADIES
This is where style meets performance. Made for the stylish and connected
explorer, this classic piece of elegant outerwear provides weather protective
features as well as a comfortable fit. Davenport is a true cross-seasonal style,
that embraces comfort, functionality and design in one.

Outer Fabric 100% polyester twill

|

Lining 100% polyester

|

Padding 100% polyester

|

Rib 97% polyester/ 3% elastane

Data TPU membrane/ Water resistance: 3000mm/ Breathability: 3000g/m²/24h. Critically taped seams
Color Navy, Black

|

Mens S-4XL

|

Ladies XS-3XL
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CROSSOVER

RE D M ON D
MENS
There is nothing more elegant than the combination of classic and aesthetic. Redmond is made for
the stylish and contemporary metropolitan, looking for a classic piece of outerwear that provides
weather protective features as well as a comfortable fit. This lightweight, breathable, wind and
water repellent wind jacket is a true cross-seasonal style, that embraces comfort, functionality and
design in one. It is the perfect companion for unpredictable weather in between seasons.

Outer Fabric 100% polyester twill

|

Lining 100% polyester

Data TPU membrane/ Water resistance: 3000mm/ Breathability: 3000g/m²/24h. 100% Windproof. Critically taped seams
Color Navy, Black

|

Mens S-4XL

NEW
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CROSSOVER

RE D M ON D
LADIES
There is nothing more elegant than the combination of classic and aesthetic. Redmond is made
for the stylish and contemporary metropolitan, looking for a classic piece of outerwear that
provides weather protective features as well as a comfortable fit. This lightweight, breathable,
wind and water repellent wind jacket is a true cross-seasonal style, that embraces comfort,
functionality and design in one. It is the perfect companion for unpredictable weather in
between seasons. Ladies version is available in well-designed and feminine ¾ length.

Outer Fabric 100% polyester twill

|

Lining 100% polyester

Data TPU membrane/ Water resistance: 3000mm/ Breathability: 3000g/m²/24h. 100% Windproof. Critically taped seams
Color Black

|

Ladies XS-3XL

NEW
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CROSSOVER

PERFORMANCE

H U N T I N GTON

C AP T I VA

MENS / LADIES

MENS / LADIES

Huntington rain jacket is inspired by the trends and the Scandinavian design

This performance jacket with taped seems is intended and designed for the urban life. It has the features

tradition. The classic rain jacket has become a part of the Nordic urban cityscape

you need from an active jacket, but with a design that is reminiscent of the modern and raw urban lifestyle.

and therefore a natural part of Nimbus’ latest collection. The jacket is of course

Whether the weather forecast predicts rain or wind, we have created a trustworthy and captivating piece

perfect for rainy weather as it is 100% waterproof due to welded seams, but the

of cross-seasonal outerwear, with clear coastal links to Nimbus’ seaside heritage. The jacket is wind and

jacket is also an ideal choice for a trendier look.

waterproof, and has taped seams and details, such as a charcoal grey flash-of-colour YKK zipper, PU-wind
placket, hidden chest zipper, zippered underarms and a detachable adjustable hood.

Outer Fabric 100% polyester taslan with PU coating
Outer Fabric 100% PU with welded seams
Color Charcoal

|

|

Mens S-4XL

Data Water repellency: 3.000mm
|

Ladies XS-XXL

|

Lining 100% polyester mesh

Data TPU membrane/ Water resistance: 3000mm/ Breathability: 3000g/m²/24h. Critically taped seams
Color Black

|

Mens S-4XL

|

Ladies XS-3XL
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CROSSOVER

P ROV I D E N C E
MENS / LADIES
Providence captures the essence of the Scandinavian lifestyle. The
slightly fitted, medium short cut and tasteful detailing make this jacket
functional enough for day-to-day duties and smart enough for hanging
out in town. Providence features a reverse YKK main zipper and a
horizontal high gloss zipper on the left arm, plus semi-covered zippers
at the side pockets.

Outer Fabric 100% nylon with a wind- and water repellant PU coating on the backside
Color Navy, Black

|

Mens S-4XL

|

|

Lining Fine gauge mesh in 100% polyester

Ladies XS-3XL

83

SOFTSHELL

D U X B URY
MENS / LADIES
The Duxbury is a softshell with an excellent fit made in a smooth and soft
material, for those who are searching for a piece of modern outerwear. The
elegant double stitches, upper arm zipper, semi covered side pockets and
rubber wind placket behind the main zipper add unique value to the jacket,
leaving room for paring with many types of outfits.

Outer Fabric 95% polyester/ 5% elastane, Black, White and Navy. 100% polyester, Grey
Lining 100% polyester fisheye mesh

|

Data Water resistance: 5000mm/ Breathability: 5000g/m²/24h

Color Navy, White, Grey, Black

|

Mens S-4XL

|

Ladies XS-3XL

85

CORPORATE

S EAT T L E
MENS / LADIES
Made to last, this luxurious yet protective, clean-cut classic business coat features
functional fabrics and decorative detailing. Although showing a minimalistic design, it has
solid waterproof and breathable features, ensuring you stay dry whatever you are up to. If
you enjoy a clean design, with functional pockets and taped seams, plus the comfort of a
¾-length zipper, hidden behind a protective wind placket, then this is the perfect answer
to looking good on every day adventures.

Outer Fabric 100% polyester twill

|

Lining 100% polyester mesh

Data TPU membrane/ Water resistance: 3000mm/ Breathability: 3000g/m²/24h. Critically taped seams
Color Black

|

Mens S-4XL

|

Ladies XS-3XL
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CORPORATE

B E L L I N G TON
MENS / LADIES
Bellington is a classic business jacket with a sharp appearance and Nimbus’ signature
detailing.Worn over a suit or with a more casual outfit, this jacket provides comfort and
an elegant look that simply outshines similar jackets. Bellington is a versatile jacket
suited to life both at the office and out on the town.

Outer Fabric 100% polyester pongee

|

Lining 100% polyester twill in Grey Melange, vertical quilted

Color Black

|

Mens S-4XL

|

Ladies XS-3XL

Kendrick

88
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OUR

I N S U L AT I ON
MORRISTOWN / MONTEREY / BUSHWICK
MAPLETON / FAIRVIEW / AVONDALE
WHITESTONE / KENDRICK / SIERRA / VERMONT

91

CROSSOVER

MOR R I S TOW N
MENS / LADIES
Unlock new possibilities with the elegant Morristown jacket. Wherever your
path takes you this sharp business field jacket will ease your way. The style has
become a true classic for people who enjoys its iconic design and the sleek
look, that makes it easy to look cool in the city.

Outer Fabric 100% polyester with AC clear coating on the backside
Padding 100% polyester

|

Color Midnight Blue

|

|

Mens S-4XL

Lining 100% polyester
|

Ladies XS-3XL
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WARM

WARM

MON T E R E Y

BUS H W IC K

MENS / LADIES

MENS

A stylish classic in an updated urban inspired look. Despite the classic touch, there is still a

Bushwick is a classic piece of outerwear with a bomber-style silhouette, zip plackets at the front,

focus on the small details such as inner rib collar, wedge in the lining, YKK Metalux zipper

firm waist and rib-knit trims at the collar, hem and cuffs. This style-icon has kept its popularity

and welded rubber zipper on the sleeve. The design is timeless and suitable for everything

season after season as one of the most trendy and elegant pieces a man can wear. Any time

from a stylish business jacket to a classic casual jacket. Monterey is lightly lined, has taped

of day, smart or casual, the Bushwick bomber jacket ads refinement to your outfits. Bushwick is

seams, and produced in a wind, waterproof and breathable fabric.

padded, has taped seams and is produced in a wind, waterproof and breathable fabric.

Outer Fabric 100% polyester pongee with PU coating

|

Lining 100% polyester

|

Padding 100% polyester

Data Water resistance: 3000mm/ Breathability: 3000g/m²/24h. Critically taped seams
Color Black

|

Mens S-4XL

|

Ladies XS-3XL

Outer Fabric 100% polyester pongee with PU coating

|

Lining 100% polyester

|

Padding 100% polyester

Data Water resistance: 3000mm/ Breathability: 3000g/m²/24h. Critically taped seams
Color Black

|

Mens S-4XL
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WARM

M A P L E TON
MENS / LADIES
Mapleton is our all-winter style conscious parka jacket, filled with many
clean and functional details that adds elegance to a classic casual-business
look.Equally protective and sophisticated, this jacket will keep you warm
through the winter when wearing a minimalistic Scandinavian-inspired
design on snow covered streets.

Outer Fabric 100% polyester twill

Lining 100% polyester mesh

|

|

Padding 100% polyester

Data TPU membrane/ Water resistance: 3000mm/ Breathability: 3000g/m²/24h. Critically taped seams
Color Black

|

Mens S-4XL

|

Ladies XS-3XL
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WARM

FAI RV I EW
MENS / LADIES
Fairview is a highly technical winter jacket with a DuPont™ Sorona® padding that adds comfort and
warmth without being bulky. It is a breathable, wind and waterproof piece of outerwear, very useful
for commuting the urban scene. The contemporary and clean design combines traditional details
with an uncompromising comfortable fit. Heavily supported by functional and weather protective
features, such as taped seams, detachable hood, storm cuffs and a short extended back tail.

Outer Fabric 100% polyester with PU coating
Padding 100% polyester: DuPont™ Sorona®
Color Black

|
|

|

Lining 100% polyester

Data Water resistance: 5000mm/ Breathability: 5000g/m²/24h
Mens S-4XL

|

Ladies XS-3XL

NEW

fw18
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WARM

AV ON DA L E
MENS
Avondale is our luxury winter jacket that has a number of details that pledges the jacket in a
more urban business direction, still with good refined details that characterize a Nimbus product.
The jacket has a lovely warm lining, taped seams, and is produced in a performance breathable
fabric to ensure that it can resist whatever the Scandinavian weather might offer.

Outer Fabric 100% nylon taslan with PU coating

|

Lining 100% polyester

|

Padding Polyester

Data Water resistance: 3000mm/ Breathability: 3000g/m²/24h. Critically taped seams
Color Black, Navy

|

Mens S-4XL
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WARM

AV ON DA L E
LADIES
Avondale is our luxury winter jacket that has a number of details that pledges the jacket in a more
urban business direction, still with good refined details that characterize a Nimbus product. The
jacket has a lovely warm lining, taped seams, and is produced in a performance breathable fabric
to ensure that it can resist whatever the Scandinavian weather might offer.

Outer Fabric 100% nylon taslan with PU coating

Lining 100% polyester

|

|

Padding Polyester

Data Water resistance: 3000mm/ Breathability: 3000g/m²/24h. Critically taped seams
Color Black, Navy

|

Ladies XS-3XL
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3 in 1
ZIP-IN
SYSTEM
With our Zip-In System you get perfect weather protection and maximum flexibility.
The Zip-In system provides you with the opportunity to zip your wind and waterproof outer
jacket together with other Nimbus products. Our 3-in-1 products are designed to be mutually
compatible and can easily be worn individually as well as combined.

+

=

KENDRICK PERFORMANCE INSULATION + WHITESTONE PERFORMANCE SHELL

NEW

fw18
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WARM

WARM

W H I T E S TON E

KENDRICK

MENS / LADIES

MENS / LADIES

This technical and weather protective jacket features Nimbus zip-in function, which allows

With fashionable design details and warm keeping features, due to the DuPont™

you to zip in another compatible Nimbus product, giving you a complete functional winter

Sorona® that adds comfort and warmth without being bulky, Kendrick will become

jacket. The cutting-edge design and exclusive fabrics with taped seams, pushes the

an all-time favorite. Worn as a standalone product this hybrid looking jacket will

boundaries of modern styling and technical designs, to create a unique combination of a

make your everyday life more comfortable and convenient when you’re on the

breathable, wind and waterproof yet fashionable piece of outerwear.

move. And thanks to the Nimbus zip-in function, this lightweight layer can easily
be zipped into another compatible Nimbus product.

Outer Fabric 100% polyester with PU coating

|

Lining 100% polyester

Data Water resistance: 5000mm/ Breathability: 5000g/m²/24h
Color Black

|

Mens S-4XL

|

Ladies XS-3XL

Outer Fabric 100% polyester with water repellency finish
Lining 100% polyester
Color Charcoal

Padding 100% polyester: DuPont™ Sorona®

|
|

Mens S-4XL

|

Ladies XS-3XL

NEW

fw18
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DOWN

SIERRA
MENS / LADIES
Sierra is the latest generation of the channel down jacket. We have improved the quality
and design in every possible way. Sierra still have the amazing properties of the down,
and we have used the latest techniques and fabrics in order to improve it even further.
Additionally the design is updated with both new stylish wavy channels, contrast, and
YKK Metalux zippers. All of which to give the jacket a more luxurious edge and style.

Outer Fabric 100% nylon. Wind- and water repellent

|

Lining 100% nylon, Steelgrey, Dark Olive

Insulation 90% duck down/ 10% duck feather, 700 Fill Power
Color Midnight Blue, Black

|

Mens S-4XL

|

Ladies XS-3XL
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DOWN

V E RMON T
MENS / LADIES
The Vermont body warmer is a true quality down product that not only offers warmth and
protection to your core, but also allows freedom for movement which is popular for a
variety of urban activities. This highly versatile piece of clothing can be worn to beat the
chill on autumn days, and at the same time add an extra stylish dimension to your look.

Outer Fabric 100% nylon. Wind- and water repellent

Lining 100% polyester

|

Insulation 90% duck down/ 10% duck feather, 700 Fill Power
Color Midnight Blue, Black

|

Mens S-4XL

|

Ladies XS-3XL

Newport
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NIMBUS

BRANDED
ROCHESTER / HARVARD / NEWPORT
MONTAUK / MIAMI / COLBERT
DUFFLE GEARBAG
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BRANDED

LE NIMBE

RO C H E S TER

N E W P ORT

MENS / LADIES

MENS / LADIES

Fabric 100% fine combed and mercerized cotton. Garment washed

Fabric 100% cotton Navy. 90% cotton/ 10% viscose, Grey Melange

Color White, Light Blue

|

Weight 170 g/m²

|

Mens S-4XL

|

Ladies XS-3XL

Color Grey Melange, Navy

|

Weight 300 g/m²

|

Mens S-4XL

BRANDED

LE NIMBE

HARVA R D

M O N TAU K

MENS / LADIES

MENS / LADIES

Fabric 95% combed cotton/ 5% elastane
Weight 230 g/m²

|

Mens S-4XL

|

Color White, Navy

|

Ladies XS-3XL

|

Ladies XS-3XL

Fabric 95% combed cotton/ 5% elastane, single jersey
Color Navy

|

Weight 200 g/m²

|

Mens S-4XL

|

Ladies XS-3XL

BRANDED

BRANDED
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BRANDED

BRANDED

M IA M I

C O L B E RT

UNISEX

UNISEX

Fabric 100% cotton twill

Fabric 30% wool/ 70% acrylic

Color Navy, Black

|

Unisex Onesize

Color Black

|

Unisex Onesize

NIMBUS CPH

BRANDED

M O N TAU K

D U F F L E G E A R B AG

MENS / LADIES

UNISEX

Fabric 95% combed cotton/ 5% elastane, single jersey

Fabric 100% cotton (heavy canvas)/ leather trims

Color White, Navy

|

Weight 200 g/m²

|

Mens S-4XL

|

Ladies XS-3XL

Color Navy

|

Unisex Onesize (53cm x 34cm)

BRANDED

BRANDED
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CSR
CORPORATE
SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

At Nimbus Nordic A/S we recognize
that we are part of an industry with
many CSR challenges both in terms
of complex supply chains and resource
challenges to mention a few.

We take our social responsibility seriously,

We pledge to work pro-actively internally

and always aim towards a more sustainable

as well as externally with our suppliers to

development.

promote compliance with these principles.
We strive to make a positive difference and

We consider CSR to be an integrated part of

set up due diligence processes to avoid

our business and an essential element in our

non-compliance issues.

company’s development.
Our policies with regards to our social,
Our CSR efforts are grounded in the UN Glo-

environmental and economic responsibiliti-

bal Compact’s 10 principles which are based

es are founded under the headings People,

on internationally adopted declarations and

Planet and Profit.

conventions on human rights, labour rights,
environmental protection and anti-corrupti-

In order to live up to our CSR strategy, we

on. We use these principles as the overall

cooperate with a number of organizations, all

framework for our CSR policies and imple-

representing different certifications in terms

mented processes.

of working conditions, environment, etc. These will be listed on the following page.
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to follow
R EAC H

AS IA INS P ECTION

REACH is a European Regulation (No

AI represents a global leading quality control

1907/2006) concerning chemicals and their

and compliance service provider, that secure,

safe use. It aims to improve the protection of

manage and optimize the quality and compliance

human health and the environment through a

of our products and suppliers. All auditors and

system of Registration, Evaluation, Authorisati-

inspectors of AI are managed by quality control

on and Restriction of Chemicals.

and auditing specialists to ensure compliance

1 |

Nimbus should support and respect the protection

2 |

of internationally proclaimed human rights.

Make sure that they are not complicit in human
rights abuses.

with international standards.

3 |

Nimbus should uphold the freedom of association

4 |

and the effective recognition of the right to

The elimination of all forms of forced and
compulsory labour.

collective bargaining

A M F OR I formerly BSCI

W R AP

Amfori is a leading global business association

WRAP certification is recognized around the

for open and sustainable trade. As a member

world as proof of social compliance in the apparel

of Amfori we commit ourselves to the following

industry. With this certification it is goal to achieve

mission; to enhance human prosperity, use

a greater level of transparency with the production

natural resources responsibly and drive open

facilities and to improve working conditions.

6 |
5 |

The effective abolition of child labour.

7 |

Nimbus should support a precautionary approach

The elimination of discrimination in respect of
employment and occupation.

8 |

to environmental challenges.

Undertake initiatives to promote greater
environmental responsibility

trade globally.

9 |

Encourage the development and diffusion of

10 |

environmentally friendly technologies

G LO BA L CO MPACT

OEKO-TEX®

Nimbus Nordic A/S is a member of Global

The OEKO-TEX® certification guarantees that the

Compact. It is our purpose to ensure that our

clothing contains no harmful substances. Clothing

suppliers demonstrate responsible business

manufactured under the principles of OEKO-TEX®

conduct. Our membership provides us with

meets requirements for pH value and content

a basis for working with the internationally

of harmful substances, such as pesticides and

acknowledged conventions about: Human rights,

heavy metals. Nimbus Nordic A/S offers a wide

employees’ rights, environment, anti-corruption

range of products from OEKO-TEX® certified

and animal welfare.

suppliers worldwide.

Nimbus should work against corruption in all its
forms, including extortion and bribery.

Download the "Code of Conduct" on
w w w.n i mbu sn ord i c .c om
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nimbus
C US TO M
MADE
To differentiate doesn't mean extra hard work for you but for us

Let us be the creative force
Let us add uniqueness to your brand
Let us form your future products
Let us guide you from experience

A wide range of products to chose from
A proffesional team of great thinking minds
Creative and modern designs

Carlington
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Thanks to
Bak Optics | Stæhr A/S | Mismo Bags
Hr. Birk | Copenhagen Bike Company | Hestra Gloves
Fleye Copenhagen | Markberg

A special thanks to
The city of Copenhagen
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